
 

Liquid metal may be a 'Terminator terror' in
the global fight against pathogens
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Graphical abstract. Credit: ACS Nano (2023). DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.3c06486

A new liquid metal combination is shaping up as a potential secret
weapon in the global fight against antimicrobial resistance, which is
already rendering some antibiotic medications powerless against
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'superbugs'.

Scientists from the U.S. and Australia led by Flinders University have
developed a simple metallic coating treatment for bandages, medical
devices and even drug nanoparticles which are capable of resisting and
killing bacteria.

The researchers from Flinders University's Biomedical Nanoengineering
Laboratory, University of Sydney and North Carolina State University
say the new approach involves testing 'GaLM' nanoscale liquid metal
particles which have improved biocompatibility and low cytotoxicity to
cells which could be applied as safe and effective antimicrobial agents.

"Gallium in its liquid state (or 'GaLM') is one of the most promising
candidates to be used as an antimicrobial agent, and can be used in many
ways as a liquid metal," says Flinders University researcher Dr. Vi
Khanh Truong, lead author of a new article in ACS Nano.

"The liquid state of GaLM enables it to be easily combined or
functionalised with other components to create various forms of more
efficient antimicrobial metals."

"As well gallium appears to be compatible with human cells in
preparations and concentrations relevant to its antimicrobial activity, so
could one day be administered orally or intravenous injection."

"This material's antimicrobial performance would also be activated by
external stimuli (light, magnetic fields, and heat as well as others),
resulting in novel solutions which can outperform antimicrobial mono-
metallic nanoparticles and may lead to the next generation of
antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory metal-based agents."

Led by international experts in the field, including Professor Michael
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Dickey from the US, Australian Research Ccouncil Laureate Professor
Kourosh Kalantar-Zadeh and NHMRC Leadership Fellow Flinders
University Professor Krasimir Vasilev—all authors on the new review
article—research is expanding in metal-based antimicrobial strategies in
a race to combat escalating threats of antimicrobial resistance (AMR).

  
 

  

Dr Vi-Khanh Truong, from the Flinders University Biomedical Nanoengineering
Laboratory, has worked with leading US and Australian researchers in liquid
metals. Credit: Flinders University

With AMR leading to different types of bacterial, fungal and viral
infections becoming untreatable, which can result in morbidity and
mortality, phage (virus) therapy, immunotherapy, CRISPR-Cas
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technology and antibiotic combination therapy are other research
approaches under way around the world.

The current strategies for infection control that rely on conventional
synthetic antibiotics are increasingly failing, and the treatment "toolbox"
is rapidly becoming exhausted, the new ACS article says.

"To make matters worse, the ability of bacteria to evolve to resist
antibiotics provides a disincentive for pharmaceutical companies to
pursue next-generation target antibiotics."

Dr. Truong, from the Flinders University Biomedical Nanoengineering
Laboratory, says the ACS Nano study examines how combining gallium
with other elements "expands the realm of GaLMs with tunable
features."

"In contrast to solid-state particles, GaLM particles can dramatically
transform their configurations in response to external stimuli.
Interestingly, GaLMs in the liquid state can transform their shape around
and inside cells."

"Moreover, in their liquid state, GaLMs can dissolve and sequester
metallic elements that can later be released on demand via stimuli. This
is especially useful for improving the efficiency of the release of drugs."

"Compared to solid metals, GaLMs appear to be benign for eukaryotes
(indicating biocompatibility with human tissue) while retaining potent
antimicrobial activity."

"It is important to highlight that the antimicrobial activity of GaLMs, in
bulk and nano dimensions, is not limited to prokaryotes such as bacteria
and cyanobacteria," he adds.
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"In addition, GaLMs offer anti-inflammatory properties and we also
examined the role of phase behavior and interfaces in nanoscale GaLMs
on antibacterial properties."

  More information: Vi Khanh Truong et al, Gallium Liquid Metal:
Nanotoolbox for Antimicrobial Applications, ACS Nano (2023). DOI:
10.1021/acsnano.3c06486
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